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Dear Emmett, 

I shall send you with this, if I can lay hands an it, 
a long document which tries to set out policy for the 
ruturej editions of Knossos Tablets. It is the result of 
long discussions with JTK, and JPO has seen and approved the 
result - much of' the plan results from questions which he 
very pertinently raised. The timetable is only a rough shot; 
no doubt it will have to be modified as we go along. JPO 
suggests we should have a code name for the project; and since 
APOLLO has bee.¢'n pre-empted "par les .Americains lunatiques", 
he suggests BELLEROPHON. [If you want a code name for 
Palace of Nestor Text volume, allow me to suggest PEISISTRATO-B.] 

I shall be very interested to get your reactions to 
our plans. I presume that your proposed volume will be of 
the type of our MIK; PTT will be the equivalent of our KT4. 
hich suggests that there ms a gap, a hole to be filled by a 

volume treating the Pylos tabmets with commentary. What do 
you think about doing that, once you have the other volume 
under control2 I cannot help envying you the relative 
simplicity of your project. 

JPO announces that he proposes 1Jo bring his "assistante" 
back to Greece in January "de la fa9on la plus. legalett; the 
first fruits of this union are to be a new index of all Myc. 
words (frontwards and backwards) according to the latest 
texts in preparation. Some people get married for the oddest 
reasons ••• 

HNOS REDIVIVVS really seems to be functioning; I have 
had three communications from Ruiperez since I got b~kk from 
Rome. I hope you will not feel conunitted to Kadmos in such 
a way you cannot almo function as the US agent for Minos. 
Ruiggh tells me he will accept, if the ±~gx others do; I 
think he is a little orry to miss the chance of becoming 
an editor. 

JTK has pointed out a most interesting thing on KN 
593 - please refer to photo at this point. We have all 
ignored (exclude yourself if you like) the oblique stroke 
which runs down from the rule towards the right end of the 
tablet. But if you look carefully, you can see that this is 
not accidental; in fact i$ was drawn after the signs in line 

l.b t, and before the last sign preserved (*162+KI) in line 2. 
It is absurd to have two identical entries in line 2. There
fore what has happened is that line 2 was written first; but 
then having not enough space in line 1, even after dividing 
into two registers, the scribe marked off the last entry which 
he put in line 2 as forming part of line 1. If we had the 



end of the tablet, this would be clear enough; but I feel 
confident now that we have discussed it, that this is the 
correct interpretation. We are now looking for parallels. 
The nearest (and that not very near) I can think of is PY 
Sb 1314.3; but it occurs to me that we cannot search PY for 
these since this is exactly the kind of stroke you will have 
omitted in drawing, since it looks at rdrst sight accidental 
or at least without significance. May I pass on this tip 
to yod2 JTK would certainly be very interested if you can 
suggest anything more exactly parallel. Now our eyes have 
been opened to it we shall be watcb:iigrn for more examples. 

I have been having a long correspondence with an amateur 
in Wil.shire who has done Lffinear A on the Semitic pattern. 
Interestingly enough, he has got some of Gordon's answers 
apparently quite independently - he obviously doe n't know 
the lieerature at all. He is working with muc reer trans
position of values from Linear B, which might wel be justified. 
But I am not happy about his method, though a few results 
look tempting. Name: Eric Mundy, 24 Dawlish Road, Park North> 
Swindon, Wilts. 

Two more lunatics as well. One a man in Southend who has 
discovered Etruscan is good old Vvelsh. The cbdiher I must 
warn you about: Mrs K.K. (Susam) Lawshe, 6207 Dahlonega Rd. 
Washington D.C. 20016. Your name is not mentioned, but 
Palmer and Blegen are going to be on her distribution list, 
so it might reach you by some route. This is the Disk at 
its most infamous. But it is magnificent ammunition for the 
'rire' section: I quote almost at random: 

"One group followed a phrase which indicated male amuse
ments. The line reads "psareyma" [she doesn't know the ctriffer
ence between ancient and modern Greek JC] (fishing), 
" -- ai ko --, " and "mempsia" (grumbling). The problem was 
to find something distracting to a good farmer or herdsman 
such as wine, woman, or song (as any acrostics puzzle worker 
would realize). The word for woman-chasing fits the bill: 
gyn-ai-ko-thiras. The first symbol in the wmrd was a triangular 
dotted figure; and we can see this might be the logical sign 
for woman ••••• " 

Finally (unless I think of anything else) I will include 
a copy of the circular of the Brit. Ass. fJr Myc. Stud. 
announcing a two-day conference in London September 1968. I 
have no objection if you like to mention this briefly in _ 
Nestor, but please don't repeat the list of speakers etc.; 
we may yet have to change these. Please state that further 
details may be had from me: JC, DC ; C, E. 

Yours 
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